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Abstract: The article discusses the importance of the geographical names of the physical-geographical region - the Mugolzhar mountains in the Aktobe region, for the development of tourism in this region. Nomination of place names in the area for landscape features was based on geological, natural-geographical, historical and linguistic data. The origin and etymology of the name Mugulzhary is studied by actual data. It is identified that toponyms associated with plants, fauna and with features of the natural environment prevail, their range of distribution is revealed. Space images of sites that can become tourist sites are given, with justifications for the origin and characteristics of their name.
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INTRODUCTION
The definition of a geographic space, a part of the planetary geospace where active population functioning takes place is of paramount importance for any country, territory or region. The inclusion of a toponymic unit into the Mugalzhary tourist guidebook may be accompanied by a statement containing etymological and linguistic and culturological information about the proprivate (onym). Geographical proper names are of different nature. So the most common names in the region are those based on the properties reflecting the natural geographic dependence of the name.

Geotourism or geological tourism is a type of innovative tourism that has been developing rapidly in recent years (Ilieş & Josan, 2009). Kazakhstan in the most successful way enters a potential region in the international tourist market to develop this activity. In the context of heightened competition, tour operators are forced to constantly expand the range of tours and excursions offered. Taking into account many physiographic factors it is difficult for Kazakhstan to compete, if not at all, with the countries who provide comfort on warm sea beaches with a mild subtropical climate. Therefore Kazakhstan in principle may be positioned with almost all alternative forms and types of tourist services which in many aspects are natural forms for Kazakhstan. According to analysts the most successful position for Kazakhstan in international tourism could be the field of ecotourism for the development of which it has almost all types of natural and recreational resources. The purpose of this work is to reveal the role of the toponyms of Mugalzhary Mountains in the formation of the tourist product. Place names are a specific information resource for the formation of tourist routes. The scientific explanation of a modern name should be presented in an entertaining and popular way. The scope and complexity of the toponymic competence for the route depends, first of all, on the degree of the toponymic study of the territory.

Toponymy is a science that studies geographical names, their origin, semantic meaning, development, current state, spelling and pronunciation. The basic and main role and purpose of a geographical name is fixation of a location on the Earth surface. In this regard the justification and the assignment of geographical names to such geographical objects as the Mugalzhary Mountains seems to be quite currently topical toponymic and therefore historical-geographical problem.

In the toponymic aspect the Mugalzhary are little studied. Mugalzhary present the southern closure of the Ural highland-and-plain country. The territory of Mugalzhary is within the geographical coordinates of 47 ° 00 / –50 ° 10 / N and 57 ° 10 / –60 ° 30 / E extending in the meridional direction for 360 km, and in latitude - for 240 km. They are separated from the South Ural by a transverse lowering along the latitude of the city of Aktobe – to the south of Khromtau town - Bogetsay settlement - Araltobe settlement. Mugalzhary serve as a watershed of the Emba and Irgiz rivers, and in the north the Or river takes off. The average height of Mugalzhary is 250-350 m, and they reach the maximum height in the Berchogur mountain group (Bolshoy Boktybai) - 657 m above sea level, and also in the double-peak Airyk mountain - 634 m above sea level located to the north (Verbitskaya, 1974). Mugalzhary Mountains rise predominant over the adjacent plains only 150-200 m high. It is mostly a hilly terrain with smooth rounded outlines but with a large spread of rocky protrusions on the tops.

RESEARCH METHODS AND STUDY MATERIALS OF RESEARCH
The object of study is the territory of the Mugalzhary mountain adjacent area. Mugalzhary Mountains stretch in the middle part of the Aktobe region (the highest point is Mount Baktiybay, 657 m) (Figure 1). The major part of the territory of Mugalzhary is
occupied by such large landforms as hills, bald peaks, plains (Baimagambetov, 2012). This feature led to the functioning of many orographic names in the toponymy of the region.

![Figure 1: Location of the research territory](image)

Research methods
During the study a descriptive method for comprehensive disclosure of the topic was used as well as a set of complementary methods: information retrieval, analysis and systematization of scientific publications and media materials on the object and subject of research, comparative method, cartographic method (using satellite imagery). The analysis of publications on the subject of the research enables us to define the concept of locality onyms to be used in tourism. As it was noted most researchers mainly review theoretical problems of toponymy (Murzaev, 1974; Konkashpayev, 1970; Kaymuldinova, 2010; Yeginbayeva et al., 2016; A., Ilies et al., 2016, 2018), some scientists analyze various aspects of toponymy in general (Khanmagomedov & Gebekova, 2011; Abdakhmanov, 2012; Saparov, 2015; Saparov et al., 2017; Wendt et al., 2016; Wendt, 2017). Scientists have a long history of studying both tourism and geographical names, but rarely related to each other. Some researchers consider the use of toponyms in the interest of the tourist (Pospelov, 1988), as a tourist attraction (Light, 2014), as a potential factor of tourism development (Lemmi & Tangheroni, 2011). The main analysis tools used were system analysis, qualitative and quantitative methods for collecting and processing information.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mugalzhary, like the whole of the Urals, is a folded region, the geosynclinal development cycle of which completed at the Early Mesozoic (Chupakhin, 1968). Mugalzhary represent the southern end of the Ural folded structure and have many
features of the structure of the latter. From west to east within the region there are: Pre-Ural marginal trough; West-Ural outer folding zone; Central Ural uplift, Tagilsko-Magnitogorsk trough, East Ural uplift (Mugalzh Dar anticlinorium); East Ural trough (Irgiz trough); Trans-Ural uplift (anticlinorium); Berchogur-Chelkar periclinal trough (Shakirov, 2012). Mugalzhary are mainly composed of heavily stationed Precambrian gneisses and crystalline schists, as well as shale, limestone, sandstone and Paleozoic conglomerates crumpled into folds (Abdullin, 1981). They are typically characterized by a sharp predominance of the meridional strike of the folds and disjunctive disorders. The presence of various intrusive and effusive igneous rocks: granites, diorites, diabases, gabbros and porphyrites is characteristic of all folding stages (Segedin, 2002). Tectonic movements in the Mesozoic and Cenozoic differed with little intensity. Epeirogenic uplift of the entire Southern Urals in the Quaternary period contributed to a certain revival of erosion processes in the Mugalzhary.

The natural originality of the Mugalzhary physiographic region is determined by the general immersion of tectonic structures in the south especially observable in the extreme south, where the belt of ultrabasites developed in contrast to the more northern regions of the Urals goes within the greenstone synclinorium under the expanding periclinal trough occurring on the geosynclinal basis. In general, it can be stated that from the west to the east the thickness of volcanogenic complexes as well as the amplitude of troughs considerably decreases. The composition of depositional sequences and the age of the rocks composing them also change. So, if the Western greenstone zone is composed almost exclusively of diabasic–spilitic composition of Silurian–Devonian age, the Irgiz trough is characterized with much more developed thick Devonian and Lower Carboniferous sedimentary-volcanogenic rocks of various composition. Formation of the Mugalzhary's modern relief took place over a long time under the influence of various exogenous processes - marine abrasion, denudation and erosion, the intensity and direction of which at different stages of geological history was not the same and was determined by climatic conditions, the position of erosion bases, and different amplitudes and directions of tectonic movements. It resulted in the formation of a residual plain in a number of regions. The most important role was played by the diverse petrographic composition of rocks, repeatedly changing from east to west, strong physical weathering, intensive migration of weathering products from the slopes, and distance from the main local erosion bases. The highest parts of the ridge are composed of especially resistant greenstone effusive rocks like porphyry. The tops represent almost continuous bedrock exposure in the form of rocky ridges.

Modern relief preserved relics of the primary marine abrasion-accumulative surfaces in the highest parts of the watershed plateau between the basins of large rivers. The formation of these surfaces was due to repeated transgressions of the seas in the Cretaceous and Paleogene periods. Subsequently in the Neogene period the primary abrasion-accumulative surface was eroded in the places where subsequent erosion and denudation processes did not have a significant impact on it and slightly changed its original relief. The relief of central Mugalzh Dar clearly stands out against the background of flat steppe and territory, scrubland thicket - 5%, open grassy landscapes - 70%, rocky areas, bedrock exposures - 10%, wetlands - 5% (Chibilev & Debelo, 2006).

Mugalzh Dar mountain is included in the specially protected areas of the Aktobe region on a large azonal landscape complex, characterized by diversity (Koshim et al., 2014). According to scientists, the Kazakh word mugajar means “sharp ledges located on tops” (Biyarov, 2013), others associate this name with the Turkic Mughan tribe that lived in the 10th — 11th centuries in Central Asia and the Caucasus. From Mugand-zhar (zhar,
jar - “precipice”, “rock”) Mugadjar arose (“n” fell out) (Koichybayev, 1974: 172). And A. Abdirakhmanov (2010) connects this name with the name of the tribes of Magyar (Wenger), who inhabited the Southern Urals in the 5th-9th centuries. A.K. Matveyev (1990) makes an assumption about the possibility of preserving the ethnonym "Mongol", "Mogul", "Mogul" as part of this name. In explaining the oronim Mugodzhary it must be taken into account that in Russian sources of the 18th century these mountains are called Mugulzhar, Mugalzhar, Magulzhar, Mugaljar (Rychkov, 1887), Mangaldirskie or Magaldir Tau, Malgazar. The "Book of the Great Drawing (1627)" introduces some information about the southern continuation of the Ural Mountains - Mugodzhary; in the source they are called the mountain Uruk or Urak: “And from the Blue (Aral) sea 300 miles oﬀ is Uruk Mountain; along Urak there are mountains 90 miles. Three rivers ﬂowed out of the mountain: the Vor River (Or) ﬂows into the Yaik River ...” (Yastrebov, 1979).

Table 1. Toponyms of parts of the Mugalzhar mountain and its adjacent territories
(Source: compiled by the authors on the basis of topographic scale 1: 500,000 maps)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Types of toponyms</th>
<th>Formation of toponyms</th>
<th>Toponymic activity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oronyms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyto-oronums</td>
<td>Saralzhynysai, Shibilak, Kokpektisai, Karagansai, Shagyrail</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo-oronums</td>
<td>Tekelitau, Shoshkakol, Tulkiliadyr, Donyztau, Zhylandy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oronyms characterizing the peculiarities of natural environment of the area</td>
<td>Shukyrtau, Zhamantau, Aktasty, Kenkuys, Saryty, Dautau, Zhalpak, Airyl, Alabs, Muzbel, Karatau, Karaoba, Obaly, Akshoky, Bestobe, Koskyzlyshoky, Kokzharlysha, Zhamanorkash, Alatau, Bakyrtau, Kursai, Sarybya, Birshogyr, Shymyldyktau, Kurasha, Kumsai, Tassai, Karashatayu, Batpakshagyl</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropo-oronums</td>
<td>Auliemola, Baimentau, Kushikbai, Shortai, Uiklen Botkhyai, Akkarpky, Darigershka, Namzatau, Akkebek, Sarybaiemola</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zoo-hydronyms</td>
<td>Esekzhal, Tyshkanbulak, Shoshkakol, Shoshka, Zhaiyndy, Kunydyz, Zhaksy Kargaly, Oisylkara, Aksholak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anthropo-hydronyms</td>
<td>Akkebek, Shot, Zhusip, Bakai, Aule, Sadyksai, Syrylba, Borte, Kyaly Borte, Zhezdbai, Murgelenbulak, Kilyansanbulak</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phyto-oikonyms</td>
<td>Koktek, Kosterek, Taldybukal, Taldysai, Zhosaly, Kamystkyol, Miylakol, Basshili, Olenti, Kopa, Terisbutak, Kaiyndy, Shiliklisai, Tereki, Shilisai, Torangaly, Boztoe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oikonyms characterizing the peculiarities of natural environment of the area</td>
<td>Koktau, Aralotbe, Zharkbutak, Sarytsai, Tassai, Kairaktsai, Kairakty, Ashyslyai, Borly, Kumsai, Altyndy, Kotyrtas, Korganzhar, Birshogyr, Bogetsi, Kyzyshlar, Aktasty, Uitas, Tasotkel, Kulama, Kyzylsai, Mugalzhar, Airyktas, Syntas, Kyialy, Bulak, Akzhark, Ayslyai</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The toponym Mugodzhary, or Mugodzhar Mountains (Levshin, 1996) comes into use only in the 19th century. Today the name Mugalzhary is entered on the State Catalog of Geographical Names of the Republic of Kazakhstan (2012, 2016), and on the physical map of Kazakhstan. Linguistically the name of the geographical object Mugalzhary consists of two words. The first half of the word means in the Kazakh language “muk / mok> mokal-komalyi (tukyl, mukyl)”, “mukalgan, muzhilgen”, destroyed, and the second half is zhar, jar - “precipice”, “rock” (Zhanuzak, 2011: 185; Biyarov, 2012: 48). This designation defines the physiographic feature of Mugalzhary.

Analyzing these opinions and taking into account that according to geological data Mugolzhary is an ancient mountain, the name “mukalgan, muzhilgen” meaning “destroyed”, and “zhar, jar” meaning “precipice”, “rock” - are the basis of this name.

Based on the topographic map of 1: 500,000 of the Mugalzhary Mountains and their adjacent territories a total of 197 oronims, hydronyms and oikonyms were collected and systematized according to their nomination principles (Table 1). Over the course of the study it was revealed that more than 50% of the group of toponyms characterize features of the environment, terrain, and nature (landscapes) of a geographical object (Figure 2, 3).

Herewith in the name group there are more toponyms of popular geographic terms “tas”, “zhar”, “sai”. Names with such terms are common in Saryarka with similar geological mountain orogenesis (Gorbunov, 2005; Maloletko, 1992).

In the world scientific sphere of Earth sciences (geosciences: geology, geomorphology, physical geography, geotectonics, etc.) Kazakhstan is positioned as a country with a rich geological (geochronological) history, which is of great interest to the scientific community. This fact provides potential opportunities for the development of scientific tourism in the Aktobe region of the Republic of Kazakhstan represented by geotourism which in particular includes geological tourism, geomorphological tourism, and geographic tourism itself at the very beginning of the development of tourism as an industry. In the 2d-table we consider the objects of geotourism in the Mugalzhary Mountains.
Figure 3. Map of the distribution of the toponyms of the Mugalzhar mountain sites and the adjacent territories

Table 2. The main objects of geotourism of Mugalzhary Mountains
(Source: Space photography of 2015 from Sasplanet resource)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objects of geotourism of Mugalzhar mountains</th>
<th>Features and role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mugalzhar</td>
<td>The southern end of the Ural Mountains and the Mugalzhary Mountains belong to the erosion-tectonic hillocky area and low mountains, denudation plains of the Trans-Urals and Mugalzhar. This is the most elevated region of Western Kazakhstan. The low mountains of the most elevated part of the Western Mugalzhar are elongated in the meridional direction and consist of a set of sporadically located small elevations connected by upfolds with weakly expressed saddles. The Or-Irgiz upland or the peneplain of the Eastern Mugalzhar is a vast meridionally extended flat-low-slope surface.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Among the many ancient volcanoes of Kazakhstan which in the overwhelming majority have been preserved as separate fragments, a special place is occupied by the Shuyldak river area in the South Mugodzhary. Volcanic structures were born in the early-middle Devonian (more than 350 million years ago) at the bottom of the Ural paleocean, under the water layer not less than 3000 m. The source of the eruptions was the deep detachment of the lithosphere on both sides of which the ocean floor moved apart. Shuyldaksy paleovolcanic region - fragments of paleovolcanic structures in the southeastern part of Mugalzhar, in the valley of the Shuyldak river (for 20 km) in the wintering area of Arstanbai, Dongelek, Aktogay. It was named after the Shuyldak river, the Shet-Irgiz tributary (Kazak shuyldak — «noisy»).

The name Airyk comes from the word "ayr." Ayr (Turk.) - openings of the mountain, watershed. The basic meaning is "split", "branch", "fork". Hayrik, arak (Mong.) - small hills, rows of low mountains or hills, located randomly and cut by parallel ravines stretched in the same direction (Murzaev, 1984). There are also mountains with such a name in Southern Altai and in Zailiysky Ala-Tau. Since it is at Mount Ayruk that the highest part of Mugalzhary begins and they are divided into two branches - western and eastern, this name seems justified.

The Shili Dome has been erosion-faceted and is well expressed in relief forming a round hill which 10–15 m elevates steplike above the surrounding plain, with a slope of ~ 10–12°. The Shili Dome is a maritime eroded astro problem of Eocene age. The name Shili occurs on the basis of a phytonim, i.e. associated with the spread of shea vegetation.
The eolian relief in combination with the water-accumulating properties of sands contributes to the formation of birch-wood light forest occupying various relief elements. The tree-shrub and grassy cover plays the role of partial “conservation” of sand from further deflation. The current morphology of the tract indicates that this territory has previously experienced a significant anthropogenic influence in the form of grazing pressure.

Zhamanurkesh tract (from Kazakh Zhaman - “bad, ill”, urkesh - “camel's hump”). The tract is located in the central Primugadjarie southeast off Emba, on the right bank of the r. Ushkattysay (left-bank tributary of the river Zhem). The tract is the most elevated part (363 m) of the asymmetric interfluve of the Uskattysay river (Pavlechik, 2014: 57).

The basic section of the boundary between the Carboniferous and Permian systems, the location of the fauna of ammonoids, fusulinides, conodonts (Seyitov & Zhunisov, 2002). The section is located on the right steep bank of the Aidarlyash river, 10 km west off Akzhark settlement in Khromtau district. They are important for stratigraphy of Carboniferous and Permian deposits. Aidarlyash began to be studied in the 1950s. In 1991 to the 150th anniversary of the discovery of the Permian period scientists conducted research on all geological faults dating back to this period. The wonder of Aidarlyash is that the study of the cross-cut of the section makes clear the features of the development of each stage of the earth's crust. The valley of the Aidarlyash river is a unique location of fossil organic remains characterized with unique preservation. The cut of the Carbon and Permian boundary layers provides the information about the sedimentary environment. The toponym Aidarlyash consists of the words “aidarly” and “asha”. Aidarly is a prominent hill with a pile of stones on the top (literally crested). In geography: "elevation, usually with a large pile of stones erected at the very top in the form of a cone" (Turk.). Asha – forked point, bifurcation, place of confluence of two rivers; branch point (Konkashpayev, 1951).

One of the promising areas of diversification of tourist services in Kazakhstan may also be the development of such a new direction in the world as geological tourism. As it is known, in terms of mining and geology Kazakhstan is a storehouse of minerals. And in the geomorphological context Kazakhstan is characterized with almost all forms and types of Earth’s surface relief. The main idea of geological tourism is familiarity with the
geological and mineralogical places of interest of a region, geomorphological monuments of nature and landforms, unique landscape structures, tectonic faults, rift zones and more.

**CONCLUSION**

Summing up it should be said that the unique natural landscapes of Mugalzhhar provide opportunities to create geo-routes and develop geotourism in the Aktobe region. And the unique geological and geomorphological objects and natural monuments of Mugalzhhar Mountain are potential resources for creating and opening here a network of geoparks that have scientific, applied and educational significance for the Earth sciences, and this in turn will contribute to the development and strengthening of geotourism in the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Toponymically prepared in this way tourists have excursions where they will consciously perceive the encountered names and also be able to verify directly on the ground whether those natural features that at one time caused the appearance of one or another name have been preserved.

In whole the geographic analysis aimed at toponymic detailing of the Mugalzhary mountain and its adjacent territories may result in the actualization of a general profound and long-term interest in Kazakhstan territories, problems and prospects for the development of tourism. At the present stage toponymic science is focused on a full and in-depth study of geographic space, the real prospect of all toponymic research in this regard is an integrative description of both structural and cognitive aspects of the toponymic situation.
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